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KOMOLeGICAL MIRROR SYMMETRY FOR CUSP SINGULARITIES
                          ATSgS}II TAKAXASXI
                      1. StlrATEMENT AND THE RESULT
     We associate two triangulated categories to a triple A ;mm (dvi, dv2, a3) of positive in-
tegers called a signature: the bounded derived category Dbcoh(XA) of coherent sheaves on
 a weighted projective line XA :ww IPk,,.,,., and the bounded derivad category DbFuk-'(fA)
 of the directed IPukaya category for a "cusp singularity" fA :me xcri + ya2 + za3 + g-ixyz,
 (g G { '). Here, we ceBsider fA as a tame paiynefniai if XA : = 1/eq ÅÄ l/a2 + l/ft3 - 1 År g
 and as a gema cf a helomorpkic f{ikcÅíigit if x.4 S g.
     Then, the ffemelogical Mirrfir Symmetrgi (ffMS] conjectsre foT cusp siRgu}grities
can be formu}ated as follews:
 Conjecture 1.1 ([Tl]). There should exist an equivalence of imangulated categories
                         ,Dbcoh(XA) tDbFuk-(fA)•
     Combining results in IG:L] with knowR resuks in singularky theory, one cak easi}y
 see tkat tke XMS ceajecture keld$ gt tke GretheRdieck greup level, i.e., tkeye is aE}
isomorphism
                  (Ko(Dbcoh(XA)),x + tx) .t (H2(YA,Z), -I),
 where YA denotes the Milnor fiber of fA.
     The HMS conjecture is shown if a3 == 1 (Auroux-Katzarkov-Orlov [AKO], Seidel
 [Sel], van Straten, Ueda, ...). Also the cases A :(4,4,2),(6,3,2), which correspond to
 two of three simple elliptic hypersurface singularities, are known ([AKO], [U], [T2], . . . ).
     The following is our main theorem:
 '[lrhoorem l.2. Asstime that a3 : 2 erA = (3,3,3). Then tke HMS conject#?-e helÅíis. ll
     'Iihe keys in Qur proof are; the reductioR of surface singu}arities te curve singu}a!-
 ities (the stable equivalence of FXikaya categories given in [Se2] section 17), the use of
 A'Campo's divide [Al][A2] in order to describe the Fukaya category, and mutationLg of
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exceptional collections (di自tinguishedbasis of vanishi 
devides for cusp singularities with α3 = 2 and also quivers with relations酪：sociatedto 
them. 
2. DEVIDES AND QむIVERSWITH RELATIONS 
2.1.χA > 0. After applying suitable mutations, we shall obtain the extended Dynkin 
quiver of type A ＝（αI，α2, 03) ( o denotes the ve此exto rem州 inorder to get the Dynkin 
quiver of the same type). It is known by [GL] that Dbcoh(XA) is equivalent to the derived 
category of extended Dynkin quiver of type A. 












2.2. XA壬0.Note that the number of vertices （古 川 lnornumber of the singularity) is 
given by α1÷α2十α3- l. 
xf1 + x~ + x5十Z向 X3（α1主的：
＼＼．．． 
x11 + x22 + x~ 十 X1X2X3 （αI，α2 ~ 4): 
ノ＼／＼／＼＼／＼ノ＼
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